Guidelines Steps For A Powerful Deliverance Mark 16:7
Bring a team of 3-4 born again spiritually stable believers who are in one doctrinal accord
with you as you will need 2-3 men to assist you as they hold the victim STANDING in place.
Do not do deliverance alone! Do not take it lightly by sitting or having the victim sit. It is best
to have prayed and fasted at least part of the day when the deliverance is occurring. Bring
your Bible along with an object like a Tallit or cross as a point of contact to be used. Make
sure a bucket is there in case throwing up occurs. Born again believers belong to Yahusha
the Messiah and are bought with the price of His blood. They therefore are Messiah’s
possession. However, they can be demonized as anyone who has been a believer for any
length of time can tell you! Only those that have never seen oppression or partook in a real
deliverance would continue to buy the lie that believers cannot be seriously demonized from
within!

• FIRST-The victim must confess verbally the desire to be free of all curses
and generational curses. Proclaim the desire verbally to cancel all legal
rights and for unclean spirits to leave immediately, out loud in Messiah’s
Name.
• Ask victim what culture, background, ancestral practices occurred. Ask
what worship was like and to whom in the family. Ask victim what oaths
and curses were spoken and made by family and ancestors. Ask current and
past family status, such as dysfunctions, abnormalities, perversions and
other such things as generational divorce, child abuse, singleness,
infertility, addictions, murders, violence. Dig into family history including
country of origin and other family recurring issues. The more information
you can glean the easier the deliverance can proceed. This is a key element
and a prerequisite.
• Discern if the main issue is mental health issues or bondage or both? Ask if
they have been diagnosed with PTSD or some other form of severe trauma
like sexual or verbal abuse. A referral to mental health counseling may be
in order in addition to or in place of the deliverance, depending on what
information the victim is giving you.
• Divide soul-ties from the redeemed spirit of the victim by quoting and
speaking Hebrews 4:12-13 and then divide the redeemed person from the
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soul ties where s.a.tan dwells. Use a Bible to make the hand motions of
that division. From now on use the Bible as a SWORD of The Spirit and poke
and prod the demons, as they manifest by piercing, torture etc. and get
them to speak or come up or submerge. Ask every spirit to identify
themselves. Let them [usually the LESSER Spirits] speak or you will not
have the needed information to decode and discern where the legal right
and bondage really are; do not simply shout at them and silence them all
the time; you need them to talk at YOUR COMMAND as you decode and dig
information and then tell them to be quiet when you want to again talk to
the person breaking curses that the spirit now submerged just reveled; you
may have to go through this alternating numerous times between the spirit
and the person.
Then call down the person and call up the spirits that are there. Ask the
name-Names. Then ask who is the Strongman?
Ask the Strongman what is his/their legal rights to demonize the individual.
Were there oaths, blood oaths, vows, covenants, rituals, dedications,
involving blood, killing, murder, hate, revenge, vengeance, retribution.
What blood was shed? Spilled? Drunk? Human, animal, child? What altars
were established? If there are alters little children, they must be separated
from the woman. Each must receive salvation and sent to be with Messiah.
Speak gently not harshly to any children altars.
Was Free Masonry a part of that past?
Command the spirits speaking how many generations back their legal right
was established? Get a specific answer.
Command the Strongman what are the other demons present in hiding and
their names. If the name of the Strongman has not yet been revealed, pry
and dig more, binding the speakers and command them to reveal the name
of the Strongman. This may take a while but with the Sword of the Spirit
and strong commands they speak if and when you allow them to.

• Command the Strongman and other spirits to reveal any other Strongmen
or lesser spirits that also must be removed by your firm command and the
Sword of the Ruach.
• If there are any alter personalities such as a wounded hurt 5 year old, they
must be called up one by one, as demons are commanded to get down.
Each of these alter personalities must be calmed and gently led to Messiah,
as they by prayer with the victim alter personalities leaving and going to
heaven as redeemed alter personalities. This may take time.
• Once done, call the spirits and Strongman back up. All by command with
physical application of the Sword of the Spirit by thrusting the demons
when they refuse to talk or are lying or not obeying.
• COMMAND the Strongman or Strong men to repeat that they are now
under the judgment of YHUH for what they have done taking a legal right
that they usurped to torment the victim. COMMAND them to DECLARE
verbally that the victim has closed the door and they are not wanted and
must go. COMMAND them to declare their legal rights broken and all the
curses upon the victim their family AND ALL CURRENT AND FUTURE
GENERATIONS to be free from all legal rights, claims and curses. THE
STRONGMAN MUST DECLARE WHAT YOU AND YOUR TEAM ARE
COMMANDING HIM-THEM TO SPEAK AND RELEASE!
• Once they have declared Yah’s judgment upon themselves and their
removal of all curses and legal claims using the COMMAND and the Sword
of The Spirit declare Ecclesiastes 4;12 over the demons you are binding to
the Strongman’s kingdom, using the bible and hand motions. COMMAND
all spirits whose names were revealed along with any in hiding all bound to
the Strongman’s confession. Bind all the spirits known and unknown to the
Strongman’s kingdom then COMMAND the STRONGMAN to repeat: WE
ALL ARE UNDER YAH’S JUDGEMNT AND WE ALL GO RIGHT NOW. WE ALL
GO TO THE PIT!!

• At this point the session is over. The deliverance is complete. However this
process may have to be repeated should there be any new or further
manifestations.

